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About This Game

A moody tale that combines the intrigue and atmosphere of a Raymond Chandler novel or Humphrey Bogart film with classic
point-and-click adventure gameplay, Face Noir follows private eye Jack Del Nero as he’s falsely accused of murdering the man

who left a little girl in his protection.

As Jack tries to figure out the identity of the girl and clear his name, the disillusioned detective finds himself up against a city
infested with corruption and economic uncertainty. The more he uncovers, the more he discovers about the darker depths of

human nature.
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i didnt like the game becuase
1. i glitched through the platform that where moving up and down
2. sometime when i was one a moving platform and i jumped i didnt move at all
3. there was no sound effects or music so it was really silent
4. sometimes the lamb didnt want to jump and didnt stop running.
but i can see potential in the game if the bugs where fixed and some sound and music was added. I bought this because I'm a fan
of the ZX Spectrum and steampunk. It doesn't disappoint.. Powerful follow up to Chosen RPG! All your favorites are back but
like any veteran body pillow you'll see battle damage this time around!. a real must have!. I hate you 3000. This game I had been
waiting to go on sale for quite some time. Unfortunately it sort of ruined my expectations since it has a good premise (trying to
figure out who nearly killed you) but the execution is pretty bad. For starters the game is like half controller compatable. Several
buildings you cannot enter/exit unless you directly click on them via the mouse which is frustrating. But just figuring out what to
do, and what you cna do is a lesson in trial and error. For example buying the train ticket for 500 ducats DOES NOTHING.

Buying one of the super expensive guns DOES NOTHING! If your combined spent and current gold is over 2500, the game
does not count it for the achievement only currently held gold counts. But overall the atmosphere is nice, the gameplay just
needs more polish.. The game is a must-play, this is just not necessarily the best version of it. Honestly, you might actually be
better off playing the Amiga version on WinUAE, because the controls are better.

Way too many things in this version are automated: auto-high-jump, auto-targeting for attacks and throws, auto-slide\/punch...
All of this really limits what you can do vs. teams with high stats. The ball throwing animation isn't centered either...

The slide\/punch is particularly important, because if you were precise, you sometimes went for punches instead of slides,
because you can do those in quick succession in exchange for standing still, so even if the opponent resisted, you got to roll the
dice again, very quickly. Very useful for when an opponent with high stats is jumping for a high ball or vs goalies, but now that's
not an option anymore. You have no choice but to grind the gym after the first couple of seasons in the career league to make
your team stronger. In matches where you know you don't stand a chance you'd focus on collecting money for the gym
upgrades, but this version of the game also barely spawns any money onto the field so...

There's also a bunch of bugs in this version:
You can't stand on top of opponents anymore to keep them on the ground and when they get up, you're automatically knocked
down if you were standing on top of them. The goalie gets stuck while sliding almost 100% of time and doesn't move because of
it. If you try to tackle someone and it fails, you often get stuck in the opponent and yet again, you're automatically knocked
down. Similarly, when an opponent does a jump for a high flying ball, it's impossible to tackle him. Not with slides, not with
punches and because it is impossible, it always counts as a failed tackle and yet again, you are the one who gets knocked down
instead... for whatever reason.

The one and only good thing added to this game are curveballs - you can now spin the ball as you're throwing.

However, the controls are imprecise and rather unresponsive at times. In the old game if you pressed the "action" button as soon
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as you got the ball, you threw it in the direction for which you were holding the button. Now you first have to give it a moment
when you receive the ball otherwise it throws the ball in whatever direction the AI was originally running before getting the ball.

So many problems.... As a YT'er I love this game, 39+hrs in and still having fun. it's mix of Rust and 7days2die but on water.
Keeping in mind it's a work in progress I would totally rec. this game to play! If you are looking for a light fun game then
Landless is for you! CodeBullet keep up the awesome work bro! totally love the Jesus out of this game!
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its cool!!! you got so many things to buy you can make your own lvl and its very fun!!
btw i like how it says waiting for awesomeness. My N\u00ba1 Fighting Fantasy Book. Love it. Played it a lot and still have the
dungeon map somewhere.. quot;Looking for players" Simulator.
I have around 90 minutes on this game. 85% of it is just waiting for players.
You rarely can play it.
You can't even make costume game with friends...
We waited 20 minutes to start one game.....
Annoying and horrible.
Overall the game itself is nice, need a lot of improvment.
Starts to get really boring after 3 games...

But the "Waiting for players" ... Ohhh god..
If I can't play it whenever I want, so I guess I'll chargeback.. 3/10 - not memorable enough

There are worse RPG Maker made games out there but they are REALLY bad. This one is just not good. Not good at all in fact.
It features mostly stock RTP graphics with some custom stuf thrown into it (that sometimes don't matches the overall style well
enough), the story is very uninspired and you can play it in about 6 hours (the trading cards took 26.1 hours to drop though). But
what really killed me was the cringeworthy dialogue. Obvious one-liners, conversation that sometimes makes barely sense and
profanities just for the sake of it (saying s**t doesn't necessarily sound cool).. Must buy if you use an Xbox controller with your
PC.

Has made my life 100x better.. DevochkaQuest's presentation is fantastic, with childish art and low-key music, and a lot of very
cute animation. The puzzles are very simple, and usually just require you to click on everything clickable.
The description says the game is short, and that might actually be an understatement. The whole game can be completed in
under 10 minutes.
Also, despite its minuscule runtime the experience is very buggy and unpolished. There isn't even a title screen, and settings are
adjusted via an external utility.

Overall, I still feel DevochkaQuest (or GirlQuest) is a wonderful little gem of a game - a piece of childhood nostalgia and New
Year magic.. Best puzzle game I have played this year!
You start this game out with no idea what to do and you play for awhile to realize that you still have absolutely no idea whats
going on. The crafting system is a very complex and you can see the developer really went out of the way to make the crafting
very...challenging. I can see 20, maybe 30+ hours of gameplay right there really getting involed in just the crafting alone!

#Frustration Simulater 2017
#Confusion Emulator for PC
#Steam Puzzle Game Nominnee 2018. very good game you can have a lot of units
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